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Unrape

fuck the pussy

is that all there is

porn have invaded my mind

whenever someone says suck

i think about blowjobs

whenever someone says wet

i think about horny women

whenever someone says lick

i think oral sex etc...

porn is dangerous...

it rapes my mind and makes my mind

want to be raped more extreame and more violenteer.

thats just what some drugs does to some people

i wonder

what would the globe behave like if there where no porn

i think that men wanting to hurt degrade and humiliate women with sex is a myth

i know it is. to get a hard-on when you watch a rapescen in a movie or reading about a rape in a newspaper

makes men missunderstand themselfes

because watching a fake rape or reading about a real one will not make you like rape. you might get a

hardon but the pictures you see in your mind is a playgame on equal terms where the woman is really in on

it too. i promise you

no man that have never watched porn watched a rapescen in a movie or red about rape have ever gotten a

hardon while reading about or watching theatral rapescens. they have never gotten aroused fantasizing about

anything else then soft intimate erotic meetings between man and woman

 

but when men read about or watch movies about it they get confused, they get surpressed. because porn ,

movies, and newspapers are all , not only reporting the event, but stating a little bit more that this is how

men are

and after reading about or seeing it hundreds of times the man starts to become unsure of weather or not

there is something wrong with him, that is so soft and intimate and caring and open to feedback from

women

 

he wonders that and then falls for the thought of trying to pretend that he is more like a rapist, to see if he

can mine something out from the fantasies that can help him decide if he have to watch out for himself or

weather or not he isnt or is like this too.

 

but he wont feel that he got all through in the fantasy, so next time he tryes harder. still the feeling of not

getting all through lingers, so he starts to implement more extream fantasies.

 



after a time he have tryed many a disgusting fantasy without getting through

so. and this is where the crossroad is. the one that chooses to go on and fantassize about real women this

way while them beeing right there. and starts thinking about doing it to that woman , and that woman, and

that, and that,,,and starts walking around in lonly places maby and nearendly hiding for short moments in the

woods just outside a walkingpath to get more intense fantazies...thats the guy that might commit a real

rape...the one that ends with the fantasies in hes head after a while,, hell be ok...but only the one that havent

started to think like that at all will be great without a big effort to come back to the intimacy, the erotic and

original teenage love and arousal.

 

beeing good is knowing what moral codes, rules, advices, and principals etc that prevents you from evil

 

claiming that you dont know good from evil is evil

 

but as allways

noone travels alone

everybodys been there...
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